THE LIVING DREAMSCAPE
SO/ VIENNA IS SO LIVELY, EXPRESSIVE AND FILLED WITH ENERGY, THAT EVEN EXPERIENCED TRAVELERS ARE FASCINATED
EVERY TIME AGAIN. WITH ITS PLAYFUL, BUT ALSO CONSCIOUSLY REBELLIOUS INTERPRETATION OF LUXURY,
THIS HOTEL SEES ITSELF AS A DAZZLING ADDITION TO THE LOCAL SCENE: IT COUNTS AVANTGARDE DESIGN,
SENSE FOR CURRENT TRENDS, SCENE BEATS, AN IMPRESSIVE VIEW OVER VIENNA.
182 rooms and suites | DAS LOFT Restaurant, Bar & Lounge | 8 Meeting rooms | IN-ROOM-BOSE Sound System & Air Play

RESTAURANTS & BARS
LOFT RESTAURANT:
The Restaurant & Bar is a highlight of the
SO/ VIENNA in many ways. Das LOFT’s 33 ft
undivided glass wall affords a unparalleled
panoramic view of the city. City roofs,
Imperial sights, and the famous Stephansdom seem near enough to touch. The
restaurant’s iconic shimmering ceiling is
visible from the streets below and bathes
diners in a colorful haze. Of course, the food
is stellar too. International fare goes well
with the modern setting. Enjoy your
breakfast when the sun is rising over the
skyline, or have dinner when the whole city
is bathed in a sea of light.

LEADING LIFESTYLE HOTEL
A bold addition to the traditional Viennese
landscape, this vibrant hotel in the heart
of the city blends rebellious lifestyle with
traditional Viennese charm Jean Nouvel’s
polished surfaces look different depending
on your vantage point. The construction
appears grey from the South, black from the
West, white from the North, and translucent
from the East – an abstract mirage in the
cityscape. The neutral tones continue inside
the hotel. Floors, walls, and ceilings are
all-white, all-grey, or all-black to cohere in
a monochromatic aesthetic, combined with
interesting and supervising elements of
Viennese art.

LOCATION
SO/ VIENNA is centrally located in
downtown, which today has a thriving
creative scene. The hotel boasts
spectacular views of the inner city and
the St. Stephen’s cathedral. In front of
the hotel you have prime access to the
Donaukanal, a popular stretch along the
river that attracts sun-hungry locals in
the summer. Take a walk along the water
and discover an exciting mix of art,
culture, and eateries. Your stroll takes
you past sights in the Old Town and the
docks of the Twin City Liner – a speed
boat to Bratislava.

LOFT BAR & LOUNGE

ACCOMODATION
The different categories include:
• 73 SO COSY
• 74 SO COMFY
• 9 SO URBAN
• 15 SO STUDIO
• 3 SO BLACK SUITE
• 7 SO LOFTY
• 1 SO VIP
All rooms feature breathtaking
uninterrupted view over the city of Vienna,
40“ LCD TV, Sofitel MyBedTM, Hermès Bath
Amenities, Rain Shower, Bathtub, Nespresso
Coffee & Tea, complimentary Mini-Bar,
BOSE Sound System & Air Play, SO Yoga
Kit. All rooms feature a monochromatic
design in withe, black or grey with a touch
of Viennese art pieces

SERVICES
FREE WI-FI and internet access
Limousine Service
Valet parking
In –room dining
Yoga classes
Laundry Service

Discover Vienna’s social vibes at Das LOFT
Bar & Lounge with energetic tunes live from
the best DJs in town, sip on a hand-crafted
drink specially created by one of our
mixologists and enjoy the unbelievable view.
Night Owl or just feel like SOcializing then
stay on and watch as the place turns into
Vienna‘s Hot Spot and the place to be seen
for Vienna‘s in-crowd.

BAR/TERRE
Located at the ground floor of the
SO/ Vienna the barterre, is a modern
day & night bar with innovative austrian
cuisine, chillout sounds, casual drinks for
urban trendsetters, where you can enjoy
the vibrant atmosphere of the city.
A lovely terrace offers a buzzling feeling
at every time of the year.

WELLNESS
SO SPA
High-tech and pure well-being are the credo
of the SO SPA, a great palce to start your
morning or recharge after a day of hard
working
• 2 hammams
• 2 whirlpools
• 4 body & face treatment rooms
• 1 panorama sauna
• Relaxing areas
• Healthy bar & snacks
• Late Night Spa

SO FIT
Features full range of state of the art
equipment
• Yoga classes
• Techno yoga
• Personal coaching’s
• 24hrs a day

WHAT TO DO IN VIENNA
Welcome the morning with a gourmet
breakfast at DAS LOFT before heading
out to the historical city center. There is
much to see: From Gothic St. Stephen’s

ACCESS
Vienna International Airport VIE (18 km)
Hauptbahnhof (central station) (4.2 km)
Westbahnhof (west station) (5.9 km)
Schwedenplatz (U4, U1) Taborstrasse (U2)

Cathedral to the Imperial Palace to the

CURRENCY

Art Nouveau splendor of the Secession,

EURO

from the magnificent baroque palace

CLIMATE

Schönbrunn to the Museum of Fine Arts

The weather in Vienna is typical continental
- there are characteristic, clearly defined
seasons. Hot summers with an occasional
day of rain and the cold winters mean that
the „right“ clothing is essential. The
temperature is pleasant in the spring and
autumn, but there can be a cool wind to
chill the air.

to modern architecture at the MuseumsQuartier. Record-breaking: In Vienna,
there are over 27 castles and more than
150 palaces. Recharge your energy at
the SO SPA before celebrating your
evening at the DAS LOFT Bar & Lounge.

MAGNIFIQUE MEETINGS
For distinctive business or celebratory
events, select any of 8, audio- and
video-equipped, meeting and banquet
rooms for up to 150 people. Whether it’s
a large corporate function or an intimate
private event, our versatile space offers
sophisticated surroundings, subtle service
and state-of-the-art facilities.

Distinctive features:
• All rooms with natural light
• Maginifique Coffee Breaks & Buffets
• Glass encased belvedere with
breathtaking views over the city

SO Sofitel is now available on the AccorHotels APP.
SO/ VIENNA | Praterstraße 1, 1020 Vienna | Phone: +43 1 906160

